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Welcome to the group of Servefast Europe and Eurasia
Honest and reliable Representations!
Ref. Your request
Europe, 2016
To whom may concern,
Thank you for contacting us with reference to your European Representative needs, we will like to
explain you a little bit about us.
We are a Law firm promoted in different websites, in the fields of Civil, Commercial and Criminal
matters within the European Economical Community, Eastern Europe and Eurasia, including the ExU.S.S.R. Indeed, considering this as the passive side, International Business is the Active side
requiring assistance in many fields other that law.
Indeed we offer other different services as well, such as: Mail reception and forwarding, Accounts
receivables and payables, Secretarial office services (Telephone and Fax)and much more.
Our legal services started in 1970 as we are Registered and Insured legal professionals, offering the
guarantees of members of different Legal Societies, Bar Associations or State Court Registration;
indeed, we are not shy of our knowledge of International Law and of many years of experience.
International Representations Agents requires professionals with knowledge of the laws of the
country, language and Cultural aspects, each country has its own character and each case its own
legal requirements, it is not only a subject matter submitted to the laws of one Country: We comply
with these aspects and guarantee legality and confidentiality.
Attached you will find basic information, but please, let us do all the work, sit down and relax, we
only ask you to include our professional contact in your document and complete advance payment of
the yearly fee we will negotiate.
With us on your side, there is No Red-Tape, Translations nor “Wrong Addressee”!
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us for a free video legal consultation, our
Skype name is: delacuetaraj look under the city of Barcelona, Spain.
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